This is was retroactively modified because a pull request was merged that fixes a different bug.

Revision 96a6076f - 12/06/2021 11:33 AM - Leos Stejskal
Fixes #33897 - Puppet Environment in taxonomy ignore_types

OH, now I see.
This is not in code because this is caused by some Location having set Environments to all and that means it is in the ignore list and there was no migration removing it.

Applied in changeset foreman|96a6076fb39fe5800481c3a6e2467cf66d062437.

I have foreman_puppet 1.0.4 installed and yet it fails with:
[...]

Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden wrote:
The fix is for `purge:puppet` task which is not there in 3.0. If we don't want `purge:puppet` task in 3.0 then this can be skipped in 3.0.2.

#8 - 01/24/2022 02:10 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
The fix in the git commit does not fix the problem in this issue. I think we should clone this issue and then reword it so it covers the git commit. Then keep the original report in this issue open.

#9 - 02/10/2022 03:02 PM - Ondřej Ezr
I've "cloned" the issue to https://github.com/theforeman/foreman_puppet/issues/255 where there should be a proper fix.

#10 - 02/10/2022 03:19 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Description updated
- Subject changed from Mismatch report fails with 'uninitialized constant Environment' to Rake task purge:puppet doesn't deal with taxonomies

#11 - 02/24/2022 01:53 PM - Amit Upadhye
- Target version changed from 3.0.2 to 3.1.0